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LIGHT CREW VOLUNTEERS INDUCTION FOR: 

Cosmic Light Wave Activation Programme - with description & instructions 

Be seated, settle yourself and then say the following highlighted lines. Be sure to take lots of time 

engaging and connecting with the energetics of each line throughout the whole process. You can 

opt to (push pause if doing audio) take extended time with any part of the process that follows  

 

Say…I call upon Divine Protection to flow through me and into the Earth 

Have a sense of Divine Protection moving down through you and creating a haven of safety and 

peace within you and all around you. 

 

Say…The Light of Divine Love arises within me 

Feel this Divine Love moving up through every particle of your Being and rising up within you, 

literally filling every part of you. It’s also wonderful to sense it within your physical body, starting 

with your toes. Blessed is the Being who is filled with Divine Love arising within. 

 

Say…The White Light of Purity activates all particles of my Being  

The White Light of Purity is God given energy that already exists within you. 

Sense & visualise yourself literally filling with Pure White Light as the energy is activated within 

you, including your body, your cells, your heart, your mind, your consciousness, your energy fields 

and your Aura. See and feel yourself as a White Light Being. 

Say…I am a White Light Being in a White Light Sphere 

Now you are a White Light Being literally filled with Pure White Light which is also creating a 

Sphere of White Light all around you. This White Light Sphere creates a safe energy zone and 

buffer zone when needed, between you and the world, your Higher Being/Divine Being, your 

Cosmic Being, the Cosmic Energies and the vast Cosmic Light Waves which will be going out into 

the world as you do the Light Crew Light Wave Activation Programme.  

Say…A Golden Ray of Creation descends through me and into the Earth 

The Golden Ray of Creation enters through your Crown, moves down through your centre and 

continues down into the centre of the Earth creating an inner channel of Golden Light linking your 

Being seamlessly, with Heaven and Earth.  

 

Say…I align with God and ascend to the Inner Planes  

Feel your Divine Self (aka Higher Being or I am Presence) rising easily and naturally upwards to 

the Inner Planes. The Inner Planes are expecting you and will ensure you arrive exactly where you 

are supposed to. 
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Say…I request access to the Light Crew Volunteers Centre 

Now sense or visualise a door or entranceway appearing in front of you, with a sign clearly 

marked “Light Crew Volunteers.” Visualise if you can’t get a sense. 

 

Say…Light Crew Volunteer (say your name) reporting for service then enter into the Light 

Crew Volunteer’s Centre and find a place within the Complex where you are drawn to sit. Use 

your imagination if need be. Make yourself settled and comfortable. You are warmly invited. 

 

Say… I am filled with the Golden Light of Creation 

The Golden Light of Creation now flows into you from every possible direction, flooding your 

Being with Cosmic Light - including your cells, body, mind, consciousness, soul, spirit. The 

Cosmic Light may obscure the sense of your inner White Light Being and White Light Sphere 

however these are still in place continuing to create a buffer zone where needed. As you grow 

stronger in the Light you will be able to sense both the White Light and Golden Light of Creation 

simultaneously 

 

Become a Star When you are fully inundated by the Golden Light of Creation, visualise your 

entire Being forming a shining star made up of 8 main dazzling Rays plus many more Rays as 

well. The central core/arising point of your Star starts from deep inside you at your Solar Plexus 

Centre level. 

 For now, keep the Shining Star energies within your Aura and White Light Sphere. The 

qualities of the 8 main Rays exude Divine: Love, Peace, Compassion, Wisdom, Power, Balance, 

Harmony and Synthesis. Feel the intensity of these qualities building within you as you contain 

the Shining Star energy within your White Light Being, Aura and White Light Sphere. This is truly 

a dazzling experience.    

  

Say…I am a Star of Radiant Light   Enjoy! 

 

 

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO START YOUR VOLUNTEER SERVICE 

Now you are going to Activate the Cosmic Light Waves which will flow out into the world to 

uplift all life wherever these Waves pass through 
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Say strongly…COSMIC LIGHT WAVE PROGRAMME ACTIVATE NOW 

At this point your dazzling Star Rays are contained and radiating only within your White Light Being and 

White Light Sphere. Now you can let these Rays grow to move out past the perimeter of your White Light 

Sphere as unlimited Rays of dazzling Cosmic Light. As these Rays grow and pass far beyond the perimeter of 

your White Light Sphere, they merge with the Cosmic energies taking on epic proportions forming vast 

Waves of Cosmic Light moving out through the Ethers, far and wide into the Cosmos. You may sense these 

waves. Your Soul and Divine Being know exactly the degree of energy which is safe for you to experience. 

Your Earthly energies are safeguarded from these huge Cosmic Powers within your White Light Being and 

White Light Sphere.  

Your job is to simply be part of this entire experience. Don’t try and direct the energies at all. Everything 

knows what it needs to do and where it is going. Divine Light Crew helpers from the Inner Planes are 

working with this energy and creating Light Waves flowing far and wide through the Cosmos and of course 

especially through Earth and all life upon and within her.  

Enjoy the experience and the newness of this Light Wave Programme, feel the waves moving out from the 

dazzling core of your Star at the centre of your Being, radiating out past the perimeter of your White Light 

Sphere, mingling with Divine Cosmic Light Energies and getting bigger and bigger and becoming Activated 

Light Waves going out far and wide to wherever they are being taken to by highly skilled Divine Light Crew 

helpers whose job it is to carry these Light Waves to wherever they are needed on the planet at this time. 

Please note 

Over time, as you adjust to the Cosmic Light, your White Light Being, and White Light Sphere will grow, 

allowing you to embody more Divine Light and stronger Cosmic vibrations. This in turn will make the energy 

that is going out into the Cosmos from your activation, more potent and able to reach further and further. It 

is essential that you do not push for this because it needs to happen gradually. Imagine you are like a Divine 

light bulb with Light shining out in all directions, very slowly and safely growing brighter and brighter.  

 

 

When you are ready to complete the Light Wave Activation do this: 

 

Say…I complete my mission and return to myself, grounded and resplendent.   

Upon saying the above, the activation you have experienced will start to reverse itself. The 

Cosmic Light Energies and the energies of the entire process will pull back steadily until you are 

fully in your earthly body wherever you are seated. You may feel wonderfully radiant and varying 

degrees of transcendence once you are back in your body. Enjoy this. Take some time now to let 

this all happen, to centre and still yourself.  
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Place your hands in prayer position at your heart and then say either 

 Be still and know that I am God - really feel this deep inside yourself, the energy of your 

Creator - strong and clear and still within you.   

Or you can simply say   

Be still 

Now you can relax your hands and bring down the following two Ray energies… 

Say…I call upon Divine Anchoring to flow through me and into the Earth 

As a Light Crew Volunteer, you will naturally be anchoring Divine Energies into the Earth on many 

occasions. The Anchoring Rays know exactly what you need. 

 

Say…I call upon Divine Acclimatisation to harmonise my Being 

Acclimatisation Rays will flow to you, through you, around you and within you in whatever way is 

called for in the moment. Don’t direct these Rays, they know what they are doing, simply let them 

do & be what is needed to assist your integration of energies. 

 

Finally, centre and still yourself, place your hands once again, in prayer position, before your 

heart, bow down before the ONE and say Namaste  

 

Now place your hands upon your Heart as the completion of this programme. 


